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DRAFT HARBOURS (INSHORE SAFETY) (JERSEY) 

REGULATIONS 201- 

REPORT 

Background 

The ‘Red Tape Reform’ initiative in 2004–5 led to a complete review of the Boats and 
Surf-Riding (Control) (Jersey) Regulations 1969. Concern was expressed about what 
appeared to be a number of rigid and bureaucratic Regulations. It also became 
apparent that some safety issues were not as well covered as they could be, given the 
very high leisure use of inshore waters now seen today. 

As a result, Law Drafting time was allocated in 2006, and during the process it 
became clear that a completely new set of simpler and shorter Regulations would be 
easier for all to understand, rather than an amendment to the existing ones. 

Consultation 

Extensive consultation was initiated by Jersey Harbours in 2008 in order to draw 
attention to the proposed replacement of the existing Regulations, and to seek 
comment on the changes as they would particularly affect local small boat and beach 
activities. 

In addition to publishing consultation papers for any member of the public to 
comment, some 30 local clubs, associations, businesses and individual charter vessel 
owners were contacted directly. 

The process provided useful feedback. A number of issues were raised surrounding 
insurance, the type of designations planned and the extent of the new requirement to 
report incidents. These matters were then clarified and the draft legislation 
appropriately modified. 

Key elements in the Regulations 

The main differences are listed below – 

1. The Regulations are reduced from a total of 41 to just 15. 

2. Regulation 3 allows the Minister designate an area of water for a particular 
sporting or recreational activities. This replaces the current situation where, 
for example dates and times between which surfing can take place, is laid 
down specifically in the Regulations. 
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3. Temporary designations will be possible so as to separate different types of 
surfing or water-borne activities during special events and competitions. 

4. Designation notices will also replace the restrictions laid down by the current 
Regulations, such as those controlling speed within 200 yards of the shore and 
the restrictions on personal water craft at Les Ecrehous and Les Minquiers. 

5. Under Regulation 6, permits for vessels to be hired out or to operate as local 
passenger boats will be clearly linked to appropriate standards within Safety 
Codes or Survey and Certification legislation. 

6. Surfboard or sailboard registration will cease but insurance will remain 
compulsory. 

7. Regulation 8 requires insurance of all boats over 3 metres in length (other than 
privately-used rowing boats, kayaks and canoes) and this removes the 
anomaly where speed-boats up to 30 feet in length have to be insured at the 
moment, but not other craft. 

8. Insurance requirements explicitly include boats involved in towing (such as 
water-skiing or banana rides), the hire of surfboards or the provision of 
tuition. 

9. Annual re-registration of speed-boats will no longer be necessary. 

10. Regulation 10 extends the requirement in the Shipping Law to report serious 
incidents so as to include pleasure craft. 

Practical application, penalties and enforcement mechanisms 

In order to be effective, the intention is for the management of the Regulations, such 
as the designation of areas, the issuing of permits and local registration to be delegated 
to the Harbour Master. 

Where relevant, each individual Regulation identifies the offence and the penalty for 
breaches of that Regulation. By and large, these replace the fixed penalties in the 
existing legislation with the Jersey standard scale of fines and as already authorised by 
the primary Law. 

Enforcement will remain the responsibility of the Harbour Master and his team. 
Policing of the Island’s inshore waters will continue as in the past, and enforcement 
will remain largely reactive rather than deliberately seeking to catch people out. Jersey 
Harbours is planning to set up an Inshore Boat Owner group to highlight the 
requirements of this legislation and to advise the Harbour Master on any conflicts 
between activities and the introduction of future possible directions. 

As now, all prosecutions are referred to the Parish Hall of the parish in which the 
person was arrested or the offence committed; or St. Helier’s Town Hall if the offence 
was committed in the territorial waters of the Island. 

Control of powers and appeals process 

Minister’s power to designate an area of water for a particular purpose – Whilst 
powers under Regulation 3 can be delegated to the Harbour Master, the Minister 
retains the right to exercise them himself if necessary. Designation of an area is 
confined to sporting or recreational activities and is limited to doing so only for safety 
or security reasons. Such directions must be published a week in advance. 
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Permits – Granting permits for charter boat owners, those plying for hire and 
passenger ships is covered in Regulations 4, 5 and 6. The appeals process is contained 
in Regulation 6(12). A person aggrieved by a decision regarding a refusal to grant a 
permit, conditions to be complied with or the cancellation or suspension of a permit, 
can appeal within 28 days to the Royal Court against the decision on the grounds that 
the decision was unreasonable. 

In both cases, there is also the Administrative Decisions Review process applicable 
across the States. 

Financial and manpower implications 

There are no new financial, manpower, IT or other additional resources required. The 
resources used to enforce the existing Boats and Surf-Riding (Control) (Jersey) 
Regulations 1969 will remain available. 

Conclusions 

These Regulations will bring much-needed improvements to the safe management of 
water-borne activities. Consultation has been rigorous and the Regulations revised and 
improved as a consequence. 

It remains the prerogative of the Assembly to reject or amend these Regulations, but 
they are intended to simplify a number of matters for the very many members of the 
public who ‘go down to the sea in ships’. They also improve the Harbour Master’s 
ability to regulate inshore leisure craft activities in a way that ensures all users of our 
coastal waters are in a safer environment. 
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Explanatory Note 

These Regulations replace the Boats and Surf-Riding (Control) (Jersey) 
Regulations 1969 and the subsequent 28 sets of amending Regulations. 

Regulation 1 contains definitions of certain terms used in the Regulations. “Ship”, for 
example, is designed to cover water-craft in general. 

Regulation 2 makes it clear that nothing in the Regulations is intended to prevent the 
Minister for Economic Development from delegating his or her functions under the 
Regulations. 

Regulation 3 provides that the Minister may give directions, for safety and security 
reasons, in relation to activities carried out on beaches and in inshore waters. 

Regulation 4 requires a person to have a permit if the person – 

(a) lets out, for use in territorial waters, a ship designed to carry 12 or fewer 
passengers; or 

(b) uses such a ship to carry passengers in territorial waters for reward. 

Regulation 5 requires a person to have a permit if the person uses a ship designed to 
carry more than 12 passengers to carry passengers between places in Jersey for 
reward. 

Regulation 6 sets out the procedure for obtaining a permit, and the safety requirements 
that are a prerequisite for obtaining a permit or a condition for holding a permit. It also 
sets out certain obligations of a permit-holder, powers to suspend or cancel a permit 
and appeal provisions. 

Regulation 7 requires (with some exceptions) certain ships faster than 12 knots, or at 
least 3 metres in length, to be registered under the Regulations. This is in addition to 
any registration that may be required under Part 3 of the Shipping (Jersey) Law 2002. 

Regulation 8 requires third-party insurance to be in force when a ship, other than a 
small surf-rider and certain other vessels, is used or retained in inshore waters. 

Regulation 9 prohibits, in the inshore context, the dangerous or negligent use of ships, 
the emission of excessive noise or fumes from a ship or the giving of false or 
misleading information in an application or notice. It also requires on-board 
surveillance, by a suitably experienced person, of water-skiers and other persons being 
towed by a ship. 

Regulation 10 requires certain incidents to be reported to the Harbour Master if they 
involve injury, death or damage. 

Regulation 11 makes officers of corporations or partners of partnerships responsible 
for offences committed by corporations or partnerships. 

Regulation 12 repeals the Boats and Surf-Riding (Control) (Jersey) Regulations 1969. 

Regulation 13 sets out certain transitional provisions to save existing registrations of 
ships and to convert existing licences into permits under the new Regulations. 

Regulation 14 provides how the Regulations may be cited. 
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Regulation 15 provides for the Regulations to come into force 7 days after they are 
made. 

Note 1.  It is intended that consequential amendments to the Shipping (Employment of 
Young People) (Jersey) Order 2007 and the Shipping (Safety of Navigation) (Jersey) 
Order 2009 will be made in due course by Order under the Shipping (Jersey) Law 
2002. 

Note 2.  Under the Criminal Justice (Standard Scale of Fines) (Jersey) Law 1993, the 
standard scale of fines is – 

Level 1  £50 
Level 2  £500 
Level 3  £2,000 
Level 4  £5,000. 
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DRAFT HARBOURS (INSHORE SAFETY) (JERSEY) 

REGULATIONS 201- 

Made [date to be inserted] 

Coming into force [date to be inserted] 

THE STATES, in pursuance of Articles 4 and 4A of the Harbours 
(Administration) (Jersey) Law 19611, and Articles 49, 127 and 196 of the 
Shipping (Jersey) Law 20022, have made the following Regulations – 

1 Interpretation 

In these Regulations – 

“Harbour Master” means the person appointed to that post under Article 2 
of the Harbours Administration (Jersey) Law 19613; 

“permit” means permit granted under Regulation 6; 

“ship” includes every description of water craft that is used, or is capable 
of being used, as a means of transportation on, in or under water and 
includes – 

(a) a non-displacement craft; 

(b) a WIG craft; and 

(c) a seaplane; 

“small surf rider” means a craft that – 

(a) is used, or is capable of being used, to ride the surf; 

(b) is not more than 1.54 metres in length and 0.6 metres in width; and 

(c) does not have a fin for steering purposes; 

“WIG craft” means a wing-in-ground craft, being a multimodal craft that, 
in its main operational mode, flies in close proximity to the surface by 
utilising surface-effect action. 
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2 Delegation 

Nothing in these Regulations prevents the Minister from delegating any 
function of the Minister under these Regulations to the Harbour Master or 
another person. 

3 Control of activities in territorial waters 

(1) Where an area of territorial waters is used for sporting or recreational 
purposes, the Minister may by direction designate, for safety or security 
reasons, the whole or any part of that area where a person – 

(a) may or may not undertake a specified activity; 

(b) may or may not undertake a specified activity at a specified time;  

(c) may or may not undertake a specified activity in specified 
circumstances; or 

(d) may not undertake an activity except in a specified manner or in 
accordance with specified conditions. 

(2) Nothing in paragraph (1) limits the operation of Article 11(3) and (4) of 
the Interpretation (Jersey) Law 19544 in relation to the power under 
paragraph (1). 

(3) The Minister must publish any direction made under this Regulation. 

(4) A direction under this Regulation takes effect 7 days after the direction is 
published or on the day on which the direction is expressed to take effect, 
whichever is the later day. 

(5) A person who undertakes an activity in contravention of a direction under 
this Regulation is guilty of an offence and liable to a fine of level 2 on the 
standard scale. 

4 Control of ships plying for hire 

(1) This Regulation applies to a ship designed to carry 12 or fewer 
passengers. 

(2) A person must not let out for use in territorial waters a ship to which this 
Regulation applies unless the person is the holder of a permit that 
authorizes the person so to let out the ship. 

(3) A person must not in territorial waters carry passengers for reward in a 
ship to which this Regulation applies unless the person is the holder of a 
permit that authorizes the person so to carry passengers in the ship. 

(4) A person who contravenes paragraph (2) or (3) is guilty of an offence and 
liable to a fine of level 2 on the standard scale. 

5 Control of passenger ships plying for hire between places in Jersey 

(1) This Regulation applies to a ship designed to carry more than 
12 passengers. 
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(2) A person must not carry passengers for reward between places in Jersey 
in a ship to which this Regulation applies unless the person is the holder 
of a permit that authorizes the person so to carry passengers in the ship. 

(3) For the purpose of paragraph (2), a ship that carries passengers and 
returns to its place of departure in Jersey without putting in at any other 
place during its voyage is to be taken to be carrying passengers between 
places in Jersey. 

(4) A person who contravenes paragraph (2) is guilty of an offence and liable 
to a fine of level 2 on the standard scale. 

6 Permits 

(1) An application for a permit for the purposes of Regulation 4 or 5 is to be 
made to the Minister on a form approved by the Minister. 

(2) The application must be accompanied by the following – 

(a) if, under Regulation 8, insurance is required in respect of the ship 
for which the permit is sought, evidence that insurance in 
accordance with that Regulation is in force; 

(b) in the case where the permit is for the purpose of Regulation 4, 
evidence that – 

(i) if Part 2 of the Shipping (Safety Codes) (Jersey) Order 20055 
applies to the ship, the ship complies with Article 4 of that 
Order to the extent that the ship is not exempt under 
Article 6 of that Order, or 

(ii) if Part 3 of the Shipping (Safety Codes) (Jersey) Order 2005 
applies to the ship, the ship complies with Article 9 of that 
Order; 

(c) in the case where the permit is for the purpose of Regulation 5, 
evidence that the ship is the subject of a current survey, and 
certification, in accordance with the Merchant Shipping (Survey 
and Certification) Regulations 1995 of the United Kingdom (as 
those Regulations apply to Jersey under the Shipping (Survey and 
Certification) (No. 2) (Jersey) Order 20056), to the extent that the 
ship is not exempt under regulation 2 of those Regulations as they 
so apply to Jersey. 

(3) The Minister may grant a permit for the purpose for which it is sought if 
the Minister is satisfied that – 

(a) the person in respect of whom the permit is sought is a fit and 
proper person to hold the permit; 

(b) the ship in respect of which the permit is sought may be safely 
used for the purpose; and 

(c) that ship will be manned by persons with sufficient local 
knowledge to make them competent to act for the purpose. 

(4) The Minister shall serve on a person in respect of whom a permit is 
sought notice of refusal of the permit if the Minister is not satisfied that 
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the conditions specified in paragraph (3)(a) to (c) are fulfilled in respect 
of the application for the permit. 

(5) A permit – 

(a) must be in writing served on its holder; 

(b) may be granted subject to conditions with which the holder of the 
permit is required to comply; and 

(c) is valid for such period (not exceeding 5 years) as the Minister may 
determine. 

(6) A permit must specify – 

(a) the name and address of the holder of the permit; 

(b) the name of the ship in respect of which the permit is granted; 

(c) the number of people that the ship may, under the permit, carry; 

(d) details of the activity that the permit authorizes; 

(e) details of the period during which the permit is valid; and 

(f) details of any conditions with which the holder of the permit is 
required to comply. 

(7) The Minister may, by notice served on the holder of the permit, at any 
time cancel or suspend a permit granted in respect of a ship if the 
Minister is satisfied that – 

(a) the ship is not fit for the purpose for which the permit was granted; 

(b) the ship has been involved in an incident that may make the ship 
unfit for the purpose for which the permit was granted; 

(c) the ship is not a ship that, as the case requires – 

(i) complies as referred to in paragraph (2)(b)(i), to the extent 
required under that clause, 

(ii) complies as referred to in paragraph (2)(b)(ii), or 

(iii) is the subject of a current survey and certification as referred 
to in paragraph (2)(c); or 

(d) the holder of the permit has failed to comply with a condition 
specified in the permit. 

(8) The holder of a permit in respect of a ship must ensure that a copy of the 
permit is prominently displayed – 

(a) in a conspicuous place on the ship; or 

(b) where, because of the size of the ship, it is not practical to comply 
with sub-paragraph (a), in a conspicuous place near to where the 
ship is normally berthed or normally puts to sea. 

(9) A holder of a permit granted for the purpose of Regulation 4 is guilty of 
an offence and liable to a fine of level 2 on the standard scale if the ship 
in respect of which the permit is granted is (as the case requires) let out 
for use in territorial waters or, in territorial waters, carries passengers for 
reward – 

(a) when paragraph (8) is not complied with in respect of the ship; or 

(b) when the ship is not manned by persons with sufficient local 
knowledge to make them competent to act for the purpose. 
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(10) A holder of a permit granted for the purpose of Regulation 5 is guilty of 
an offence and liable to a fine of level 2 on the standard scale if the ship 
in respect of which the permit is granted carries passengers for reward 
between places in Jersey (within the meaning of Regulation 5(2)) – 

(a) when paragraph (8) is not complied with in respect of the ship; or 

(b) when the ship is not manned by persons with sufficient local 
knowledge to make them competent to act for the purpose. 

(11) Notice under paragraph (4) or (7) must be in writing and must set out the 
Minister’s reasons for deciding to refuse to grant a permit, deciding to 
cancel a permit or deciding to suspend a permit (as the case requires). 

(12) A person aggrieved by a decision of the Minister – 

(a) to refuse to grant a permit; 

(b) as to the conditions to be complied with by the holder of the 
permit; or 

(c) to cancel or suspend a permit, 

may within 28 days of being notified of the decision appeal to the Royal 
Court against the decision on the grounds that the decision was 
unreasonable in all the circumstances of the case. 

7 Local registration 

(1) This Regulation applies to – 

(a) a ship designed for or capable of a speed in excess of 12 knots; or 

(b) a ship with a length of 3 metres or more, 

that operates in or from territorial waters, other than such a ship that – 

(i) is owned by a department of Her Majesty’s Government; 

(ii) is visiting Jersey for a total of less than 3 months in any unbroken 
period of 12 months; or 

(iii) satisfies all of the following conditions – 

(A) the ship is manually propelled, 

(B) the ship has no mechanical or wind-assisted propulsion fitted 
to it, 

(C) the ship has its owner’s telephone number, or its owner’s 
name and address, clearly displayed on it. 

(2) A person, being the owner, charterer, operator, or master, of a ship to 
which this Regulation applies who – 

(a) uses or retains the ship in territorial waters; or 

(b) causes or permits another person (being the owner, charterer, 
operator, or master, of the ship) to use the ship in territorial waters, 

is guilty of an offence and is liable to a fine of level 2 on the standard 
scale if the ship is not registered under this Regulation. 
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(3) An application for registration of a ship under this Regulation is to be 
made by the owner of the ship to the Minister on a form approved by the 
Minister. 

(4) The application must be accompanied by – 

(a) a fee of £20; and 

(b) if, under Regulation 8, insurance is required in respect of the ship 
for which registration is sought, evidence that insurance in 
accordance with that Regulation is in force. 

(5) The Minister, after receiving an application in accordance with this 
Regulation – 

(a) must record, in a register kept by the Minister for the purpose, 
details of the ship and its owner sufficient to identify them; and 

(b) may assign a registration number (which may be or include one or 
more letters) to the ship. 

(6) The Minister must make the register available for public inspection at 
reasonable times. 

(7) The registration of a ship ceases to have effect if – 

(a) the ship ceases to be a ship to which this Regulation applies; or 

(b) there is a transfer of ownership of the ship. 

(8) If – 

(a) a change occurs as a result of which any of the details recorded in 
the register in accordance with paragraph (5) is no longer up to 
date; or 

(b) the registration of a ship ceases to have effect by virtue of 
paragraph (7), 

the person who is or was the owner of the ship at the time of the change 
or immediately before its registration ceased to have effect (as the case 
may be) must, within 28 days after the change or cessation, give the 
Minister written notice. 

(9) That notice must state, as the case requires – 

(a) the nature of the change; or  

(b) why the registration has ceased to have effect and, if that cessation 
occurred because the ownership of the ship was transferred to a 
person living in Jersey, the name and address of the new owner. 

(10) A person who fails to give the Minister notice when required to do so 
under paragraph (8) is guilty of an offence and is liable to a fine of level 2 
on the standard scale. 

(11) The owner of a ship to which this Regulation applies must ensure that – 

(a) if the ship has a name, the name is painted on or affixed to a 
conspicuous part of the exterior of the ship; 

(b) if the Minister has assigned a registration number to the ship, the 
number is painted on or affixed to a conspicuous part of the 
exterior of the ship in accordance with any marking requirements 
published by the Minister for the purposes of this Regulation; and 
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(c) any name, and any registration number, so painted on or affixed to 
the ship are distinctly visible and legible when the ship is in 
territorial waters. 

(12) A person, being the owner, charterer, operator, or master, of a ship to 
which this Regulation applies who – 

(a) uses or retains the ship in territorial waters; or 

(b) causes or permits another person (being the owner, charterer, 
operator, or master, of the ship) to use the ship in territorial waters, 

is guilty of an offence and is liable to a fine of level 2 on the standard 
scale if paragraph (11) is not complied with in respect of the ship. 

8 Insurance requirements 

(1) A person, being the owner, charterer, operator, or master, of any ship to 
which this paragraph applies who – 

(a) uses or retains the ship in territorial waters; or 

(b) causes or permits another person (being the owner, charterer, 
operator, or master, of the ship) to use the ship in territorial waters, 

is guilty of an offence and is liable to a fine of level 3 on the standard 
scale if insurance in accordance with this Regulation is not in force in 
respect of the ship. 

(2) Paragraph (1) applies to any of the following ships – 

(a) a ship that is designed for or capable of a speed in excess of 
12 knots and operates in or from territorial waters; 

(b) a ship that has a length of 3 metres or more and operates in or from 
territorial waters; 

(c) a ship to which Regulation 4 or 5 applies. 

(3) Paragraph (1) does not apply to – 

(a) a ship referred to in sub-paragraph (a), (b) or (c) of Article 127(2) 
of the Shipping (Jersey) Law 2002; 

(b) a ship if an obligation to maintain insurance or security in respect 
of the ship is imposed, as referred to in Article 127(3) of that Law, 
against a reasonable measure of liability, being the measure, and 
the liability, referred to in paragraph (6) of this Regulation; 

(c) a ship that is owned by a department of Her Majesty’s 
Government; or 

(d) a ship that satisfies all of the following conditions – 

(i) the ship is manually propelled, 

(ii) the ship has no mechanical or wind-assisted propulsion fitted 
to it, 

(iii) the ship has its owner’s telephone number, or its owner’s 
name and address, clearly displayed on it. 

(4) A person, being the owner, charterer, operator, or master, of a ship, other 
than a small surf rider, who – 
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(a) uses the ship in territorial waters to ride the surf; or 

(b) causes or permits another person to use the ship in territorial waters 
to ride the surf, 

is guilty of an offence and is liable to a fine of level 3 on the standard 
scale if insurance in accordance with this Regulation is not in force in 
respect of the ship. 

(5) A person, being the owner, charterer, operator, or master, of a ship, is 
guilty of an offence and is liable to a fine of level 2 on the standard scale 
if – 

(a) under paragraph (1) or (4), insurance in accordance with this 
Regulation is required to be in force in respect of the ship; and 

(b) the person, when requested by an authorized person to produce 
evidence of compliance with that paragraph, fails to do so within a 
reasonable time. 

(6) Insurance is in accordance with this Regulation in respect of a ship if it is 
insurance by an approved insurer that insures the owner of the ship, and 
every person (other than a passenger in the ship who has no control of it) 
using the ship, against a reasonable measure of liability that may be 
incurred by the owner or person in respect of – 

(a) the death of another person; 

(b) bodily injury to another person; and 

(c) damage to the property of another person, 

caused by, or arising out of, the use of the ship, including use under 
tuition or for towing a person or another ship, or a person and another 
ship. 

(7) In this Regulation – 

“approved insurer” means an insurance company authorized to carry on 
insurance business – 

(a) by virtue of a permit under the Insurance Business (Jersey) 
Law 19967; or 

(b) by a body performing, in the British Islands (other than Jersey), or 
in a member state of the European Union, functions analogous to 
those performed by the Jersey Financial Services Commission 
under the Insurance Business (Jersey) Law 1996; 

“authorized person” means a police officer, the Harbour Master or a 
person authorized by the Harbour Master. 

9 Various offences 

(1) A person is guilty of an offence and liable to imprisonment for 2 years 
and to a fine if the person in territorial waters uses a ship to ride the surf 
or otherwise sails or operates a ship – 

(a) recklessly; or 

(b) in a manner that is dangerous to other people. 
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(2) A person is guilty of an offence and liable to a fine of level 3 on the 
standard scale if the person in territorial waters uses a ship to ride the surf 
or otherwise sails or operates a ship – 

(a) without due care and attention; or 

(b) without reasonable consideration for other people. 

(3) A person is guilty of an offence and liable to a fine of level 2 on the 
standard scale if the person operates in territorial waters a ship that is 
emitting, whether from its engine or otherwise, excessive or unreasonable 
noise or fumes. 

(4) The master in command of a ship while it is, in territorial waters, towing 
a person who is water-skiing, aquaplaning, parascending or undertaking a 
similar activity is guilty of an offence and liable to a fine of level 2 on the 
standard scale if the master is not accompanied in or on the ship by a 
person with experience in the relevant activity who is watching over the 
well-being of the person being towed. 

(5) A person who, in an application, or notice, to the Minister under these 
Regulations, provides information or evidence that is false or misleading 
in a material particular is guilty of an offence and is liable to a fine of 
level 2 on the standard scale. 

(6) In this Regulation a reference to a person who operates a ship includes 
any other person who has charge of the conduct of the ship. 

10 Certain incidents to be reported to the Harbour Master 

(1) This Regulation applies where a ship is involved in a serious incident but 
does not apply if the incident is required to be reported under the 
Shipping (Jersey) Law 2002 or under Regulations made under that Law. 

(2) Where this Regulation applies, the owner of the ship involved must – 

(a) report the incident to the Harbour Master as soon as possible; and 

(b) if subsequently requested to do so by the Harbour Master, give the 
Harbour Master such details of the incident as the Harbour Master 
may reasonably require. 

(3) A person who fails to comply with paragraph (2), or who in purported 
compliance with paragraph (2) provides information or evidence that is 
false or misleading in a material particular, is guilty of an offence and 
liable to a fine of level 3 on the standard scale. 

(4) In this Regulation, a reference to a serious incident is a reference to an 
incident in which – 

(a) a ship is lost or presumed to be lost; 

(b) a ship is abandoned; 

(c) a ship is disabled, stranded, in collision or seriously damaged; 

(d) there is loss of life; 

(e) there is serious injury to a person on board; 

(f) a person is lost from a ship or a ship’s boat; or 

(g) there occurs any other hazardous incident. 
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(5) In paragraph (4) “serious injury” means – 

(a) a fracture of the skull, spine or pelvis; 

(b) a fracture of a bone in the arm other than in the wrist or hand; 

(c) a fracture of a bone in the leg other than in the ankle or foot; 

(d) an amputation of a hand or foot; or 

(e) any other physical injury that results in the injured person being 
admitted to hospital as an in-patient for more than 24 hours or, if 
the ship is at sea, that would have so resulted had it been in port at 
the time of the incident. 

11 Responsibility of directors 

(1) Where an offence under these Regulations committed by a limited 
liability partnership or body corporate is proved to have been committed 
with the consent or connivance of, or to be attributable to any neglect on 
the part of – 

(a) a person who is a partner of the partnership, or director, manager, 
secretary or other similar officer of the body corporate; or 

(b) any person purporting to act in any such capacity, 

the person shall also be guilty of the offence and liable in the same 
manner as the partnership or body corporate to the penalty provided for 
that offence. 

(2) Where the affairs of a body corporate are managed by its members, 
paragraph (1) shall apply in relation to acts and defaults of a member in 
connection with the member’s functions of management as if the member 
were a director of the body corporate. 

12 Repeal 

The Boats and Surf-Riding (Control) (Jersey) Regulations 19698 are repealed. 

13 Transitional provisions 

(1) In this Regulation – 

“commencement date” means the date on which these Regulations come 
into force; 

“repealed Regulations” means the Boats and Surf-Riding (Control) 
(Jersey) Regulations 1969. 

(2) A ship that is the subject of registration in force under Regulation 8 or 
Regulation 33 of the repealed Regulations immediately before the 
commencement date is to be taken at that date to be the subject of 
registration under Regulation 7 of these Regulations. 

(3) A licence in force under Regulation 14 of the repealed Regulations 
immediately before the commencement date has effect at that date as a 
permit under Regulation 6 of these Regulations in respect of a ship to 
which Regulation 4 of these Regulations applies. 
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(4) A licence in force under Part 5 of the repealed Regulations immediately 
before the commencement date has effect at that date as a permit under 
Regulation 6 of these Regulations in respect of a ship to which 
Regulation 5 of these Regulations applies. 

14 Citation 

These Regulations may be cited as the Harbours (Inshore Safety) (Jersey) 
Regulations 201-. 

15 Commencement 

These Regulations come into force 7 days after they are made. 
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